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J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 4 (1992) 3273-3281. Printed in the UK 
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AbslraeL Measuremenls of the lhermopower in the charge density wave compound 
(NbSer)toL show a large hysteresis belween the moling and heating qcles below and 
above the Prierls Vansition lemperalure. ?he magnitude of !he observed hysteresis de- 
pends on the lowest lemperalure reached in the cooling regime. Ihis effect is attributed 
lo lhe inferaction between charge dcnsity wave deformations and a quasi-periodic stmc- 
ture of lattice defects. 

1. Introduction 

Quasi-onedimensional systems exhibiting a Peierls transition with the concomitant 
formation of a charge density wave (CDW) and a lattice distortion, such as transition 
metal trichalcogenides NbSe,, NbS,, "S,, . . . molybdenum oxides &,,MOO,, halo- 
genated transition metal tetrachalcogenides (NbSe,),I, (NbSe,),,I,, . . ., 
have aroused much interest in recent years essentially because of spectacular non- 
linear transport properties associated with the moving CDW condensate (for a re- 
view see Monceau 1985, Rouxel 1986, Schlenker 19S9, Gor'kov and Gruner 1989). 
However, the nature of the phase transition-weak electron-phonon coupling versus 
strong coupling with n_ possible bipolaronic COW ground state (Aubry and Quemerais 
1989), displacive versus order-disorder type (Pouget 1989) still remains largely un- 
settled. Thermodynamic and transport properties in the linear state of many Peierls 
conductors have revealed anomalous behaviour with respect to the mean-field BCS 
type theory: then the gap amplitude measured from the activated variation of the 
conductivity deviates strongly from the classical 3.5 value with, typically, 2A(0) /kTp  
behveen 8 and 12 (Monceau 1985), the specific heat anomaly at T, is much larger 
than predicted in the mean field theory &wok et a1 1990), the thermal conductivity 
shows also a peak at T, which is at variance with what is expected from a smooth 
lattice and electronic contribution in the vicinity of T, (Smontara er nl 1989b, Kwok 
and Brown 1989). The CDW density is defined as p ( r )  = po+pl cos lQr+@(r)l with 
the CDW wave vector Q = 2k, = 2r/X (A is the CDW wavelength) and @ ( T )  the 
phase with respect to the ionic structure. Because of the interaction with impurities, 
the phase @ is pinned and may freeze Q at a non-equilibrium average value. Conse- 
quently, hysteresis appears in the low-field conductivity w,hen T is cycled up and down 
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(Higgs and Gill 1983). This effect is stronger in systems in which Q is temperature- 
dependent as in 'IS, (Mihhly and Mihhly 1984, Wang and Ong 1986) and &,,MOO, 
(Fleming and Schneemeyer 1983, Wang and Ong 1987). These metastable states may 
slowly relax to equilibrium with a ve'y large spread in the time constant depending on 
temperature and also on the application of an electric field. In such a case a variation 
of the normal resistance following a log 1 law has been reported (Mihhly and Mihhly 
1984). These metastable states have also been shown to manifest themselves in the 
specific heat at very low temperatures (T < 0.5 K) yielding a larger contribution 
than that due to phonons in TI' with v < 1 (Lasjaunias er ai 1990) and to exhibit 
ageing effects in energy relaxation similar to spin glasses (Biljakovii: el a1 1989). 

In this respect thermopower (EP) is a particularly interesting transport property 
because it is a very sensitive probe of the carrier balance, of the relative rare of 
phonon-phonon and carrier-phonon interactions and of the Fermi surface. In so 
far as they reflect the disordered CDW ground state, the equilibrium time scales 
greatly exceed practical time scales, and so in practical conditions of measurement 
the equilibrium value of the TEP will not be reached and thermal hysteresis will 
be observed. In this paper we describe a detailed investigation of the temperature 
dependence of TEP for the CDW system (NbSc,),,I,. i n  contrast with recent work 
(Bansal and Surendranath 1990) our results reveal a large thermal hysteresis between 
different temperature cycles as well as time dependence. Preliminary observation of 
the hysteresis in TEP was reported by Smontara er al (19S9a). 

2. Experimental procedure 

(NbSe4),ol, belongs to the (MX,),I family (with M = Ta, Nb). These compounds 
consist of MX, parallel chains separated by iodine. In each chain the niobium atom 
is located at the centre of a rectangular antiprism of eight selenium atoms. The filling 
of the d, band of each niobium is given by ( t i  - l ) / %  (Gressier er a/ 1984b). This 
incomplete band filling is favourable to a Peierls distortion. Such a transition has been 
detected in @Se,),I at Tp = 263 K (Wang er a/ 1983b) and (NbSe,)l,13 at Tp = 
285 K (wang er d 1984b), whilc in (NbSe,),l a ferrodistortive transition occurs at 
273 K (Gressier er a1 1984a). The analyses of the NMR linc shapes have shown that the 
CDW in (NbSe,),,I, is incommensurate (Butdud ef a/ 1985). NMR measurements have 
also yielded the temperature dependence of the CDW order parameter. Satellite spots 
have been observed below Tp in (NbSe,),,I, which allows the determination of the Q 
vector of the CDW as (0, 0, 0.487~') at T = 100 K (Roucau el a/ 1984). Furthermore, 
high-resolution images from electron microscopy have revealed interference fringes 
corresponding to the atomic planes perpendicular to the c axis with the periodicity 
c ~ 3 1 . 9  8, disturbed by the existence of 'fault planes' with periodicity roughly equal 
to l l c .  In fact the sequence of 'fault planes' is complex: images have revealed 
periodic sequences Q c  f 12c + 1Oc + 9c + 12c =~ 52c = lGGO A. These plane 
defects are independent of temperature, at least between 100 K and 400 K (Roucau 
and Ayrolles 1985). Along the c axis the niobium atoms have the repeat distance 
of 5 units with Nb-Nb distances (A) of 3.17, 3.17, 3.23, 3.15, 3.23. However, the 
c parameter comprises 10 niobium atoms because of the unequivalent channels (0, 
0, z )  and (1/2, In, z) for iodine atoms (Meerschaut er al 1977). Because of the 
unequivalent Nb-Nb distances, the electrical resistivity is rather large, typically 150 
pQ m at room temperature (Wang er al 1983a). The Hall constant R, is positive 
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indicating hole-like carriers with a density of 0.7 x l O * ' ~ m - ~  in agreement with band 
calculations if the d band of the niobium is only folded in five sub-bands as proposed 
by PetraviC et ai (1989). 

EP measurements have been independently performed on three different crystals 
using two methods. The first was a standard temperature-gradient technique between 
room temperature and liquid-nitrogen temperature. The samples were mounted on 
two small, electrically insulated copper thermal reservoirs. Electrical connections to 
the sample were made via annealed gold leads attached to its ends using gold paint. 
The temperature difference on the sample was measured by means of a differential 
Au(0.03% Fe)-chromel thermocouple with junctions glued by General Electric varnish 
as close as possible to the electrical connection for measuring the TEP. At each 
temperature we reversed the temperature difference on the sample several times 
keeping it lower than 1 K The experimental set-up was checked by measuring a 
piece of lead wire. A detailed investigation of the TEP of tetrachalcogenides with 
different cycling conditions especially in the case of (NbSe,),,13 has been pcrformed 
previously using this method (Smoptara ef al 1989a). 

Since we wanted to see if similar hysteretic effec& in other physical properties 
exist, we also used a second method which allows simultaneous measurements of E P ,  
thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity (Chaussy er a/ 1981). In this case the 
sample was placed in a calorimeter under vacuum, this being necessary for thermal 
conductivity measurements. It was electrically and thermally connected at one end to 
the sample holder and at the other end to the heater by silver paste. The resistivity 
of the sample was measured under isothermal conditions before the temperature 
gradient AT/AT wds applied. Two thermocouples AuFe0.07% and chrome1 were 
used to determine the TEP of the sample, so that it  WAS not necessary to know the 
temperature gradient (AT/T  < 1-2%). The eil'ective dimensions of the sample 
used in this method were 1.5 x 0.35 mm?. The contacts were made by evaporating 
gold, and the thermocouple wires were attached to them with silver paste. The 
EP measurements together with electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity were 
performed in the temperature region from 1 K to 350 K with very slow cooling 
(warming) rates of a few K per hour, even less than 1 K h - l  in the region of the 
Peierls transition. 

3. Results 

Variation of the low-field resistivity of (NbSe,),,I, together with its logarithmic 
derivative as a function of the inverse of the temperature is shown in figure 1. 
For this sample (sample 1 )  the room-temperature value of the chain-axis resistivity 
is pRT = 110 pQm, Tp = (279 i 1) K and the well-defined low temperature en- 
ergy gap Eg(0 )  = 3720 K in good agreement with the previous results of Wang 
e1 ai (1983a). The accuracy of the resistivity measuremens performed with a low- 
Irequency bridge (33 &) was 0.1% so that we were able to detect a small hysteresis 
as shown in the inset of figure 1 and also previously reported by PetraviC et a1 (1989). 
The resistivity in the heating cycle was up to 2% greater than the one in the cool- 
ing cycle at temperatures around 200 K The width of this hysteresis increased up 
to 56% at 140 K The T E P  measured on the same sample, as shown in figure 2 is 
positive down lo approximately 150 K with a change of behaviour from semi-metallic 
to semi-conducting as the cDw gap opens at To. There is a maximum in the TEP 



when cooling down at T,, = 220 K and a much larger one after heating, the height 
and position of which depends on the lowest temperature reached in the cycling. 
Below To = 160 K the TEP changes sign, going to a minimum, and remains negative 
down to the lowest temperatures, slowly approaching the zero wlue. We measured 
the temperature dependence of the 'EP in heating for different samples and round 
it to be in qualitative agreement with the results of Bansal and Surendranath (1990). 
However, these authors did not mention any hysteresis, so it is very likely their mea- 
surements were only performed in the heating regime. The absolute values found by 
Bansal and Surendranath (1990) correspond more closely to those of sample 2 which 
we measured using the first method as shown in figure 3. This sample was the same 
one as had been used for Hall-effect measurements hy Petravik el a/ (19S9). 

1 .  
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Figure 1. Variation oi the lowlicld rcsislivity lo~ctllcr with its logarithmic denvaiive of 
(NbSc4),olJ as a iunction of invcm- tcmperdture (iOOOfT) for sjmplr I. Ibc inset 
show a lrystercsis of a few percent bclow Xi0 K. 

To our knowledge, hysteresis in the 'IEP as great as that shown in figures 2 and 
3 has never been reported before. The maximum hysteresis loop is obtained when 
the sample is cooled below 100 K. In figure 2 we show the temperature variation of 
the TEP when the sample is cooled to 80 K and warmed, and cooled to 4.2 K and 
warmed. There is no further effect on the hysteresis loop after cooling at temperatures 
lower than 70 K More detailed information on the hysteresis in the TEP is shown 
in figure 3 with different cycling temperaturcs, which show that the envelope of 
each hysteresis loop is formed through extreme temperature cycling. When cooling 
down only to 200 K (point A), and then heating, the 1EP follows the trajectory A-B 
reaching the major hysteresis loop. On the other hand if on heating the temperature 

reversed (cooling) before it reaches room temperature (points C. D, E) the TEP 
decreases and reaches the lower part of the major hysteresis loop. It can also be 
seen in figure 2 that hysteresis also occurs above Tp but with opposite variation in 
temperature with respect to that below T,: Le. the TEP is larger when T is reduced. 
At room temperature the width of the hysteresis loop is 20% of the average TEP 
VdlUC. In this case there is a node in the hysteresis behaviour at T - 2G2 K, 20 K 
lower than T,. Since the  maximum TEP below T, occurs at different temperatures 
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Figure 2. Themopower of sample 1 versus lemperature. Data obtained in lhe moling 
regime are represcnrcd by c-es (+) and the data in the healing regime by circles: 
empty circles (0) afler moling dawn to 80 K and full circles (e) alter moling down Lo 
4.2 K In  lhe inset is the time dependence of llie EP a1 210 K indicated try an arrow in 
he figure. 

on the heating and cooling curves, so similarly, the minimum T E P  in the vicinity of 
Tp occurs 5 K lower in cooling than in heating above room temperature. Further 
experiments are in progress to determine the (maximum) tcmperature at which the 
hysteresis loop vanishes. 

Finally, preliminary measurements have rcvcaled the time depcndence of the EP 
as shown in the inset of figure 2 On the heating cycle when T is stabilized at 
T = 210 K, the TEP increases from 87 p V  K-' to 100 pV K-' as a function of 
time. The measurements of the rate of this variation as a function of temperature 
are also in progress. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The thermopower is the energy measured relatively to the Fermi enerD carried by 
electrons or holes per unit charge divided by the tempcrature. For an uncorrelated 
degenerate Fermi gas, the thermopower S and the conductivity U are derived from 
the Boltzmann equation (Ziman 1972, Chaikin et nl 1976) 

IC,, Ii, are the generalized transport coetficients given by 
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Figure 3. The [hermupower of uniple 2 shows dillcrcni hyncrelic loops when the healing 
has been aopped a1 dilferenl p i i l ls  of l l ic maximum. and the sample then cooled down 
again. D e  extrcmc hperclic loop in 1he moling regime (+), and in hcaling afler 
moling down 10 80 K (0) is shown in inset. Wlli A B 4 a l a  when iooling is slopped 
at A and warmed again: points C. V, F.-whcn tlir healing is slopped a1 a dinerent 
lemperature and the sample moled again. 

with vk the band velocity, T~ the scattering time, e k  the energy, p the chemical 
potential, and f o (  k )  the Fermi-Dirac distrihution function. Analytic expression of 
S can be derived with simplifying assumptions about the hand shape, the scattering 
times and the type or carriers; then for free electrons in the metallic state, S varies 
linearly with T with the slope x'k'/lelE,. While S in (NbSe,),,I, shows a linear 
T dependence above Tp, it is, however, risky to derive E, from this measurement; 
indeed the temperature range is relatively restricted and, furthermore, one expects 
cDW fluctuation contributions above Tp which should altcr the canonical expression 
for the metallic state. For intrinsic semiconductors, S is essentially depcndent of 
EJ2kT  where E& p, the energy gap but normalized by a function of the rates of 
electron to hole mobility (Fritzsche 1971). The TEP data shown in figure 2 have been 
redrawn in figure 4 as a function of l /T.  In the tempcrature range in which the 
cooling and heating cycles are joined, one can define an effective gap of zz 2000 IC, 
lower than the value of 3720 K deduced from resistivity measurements indicating 
a large asymmetry in electron and hole mobility in (NbSe,),,I, as already noticed 
by Bansal and Surendranath (1%). In the interpretation of the experimental Hall 
data the problem of the electron-hole asymmetry has been discussed by PctraviC ef 
a1 (1989). This electron-hole asymmetry has been recently shown to result from the 
curvature of E &  near .EF (the usual description of the I D  electron gas is to linearize 
c k  ncar E r )  which yields a variation 0; the Fermi level position with respect to the 
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mid-gap energy and a variation of the wave vector Q with T (Noguera and Pouget 
1991). The temperature dependence of Q has been measured in ?as, (Monceau 
1985), &,Moo3 (Schlenker 1989) and also recently in NbSe, (Moudden er a1 1990). 
Unfortunately, however, the Q vector in (NbSe4)loIs has only been measured at 
100 K and the search of the temperature dependence of the CDW wave vector in this 
mmpound is highly desirable. 

I / 

I 
3 .2  3.4 3.6 3.8 L O W ,  

Figure 4 The thennopower of sample 1 as a function of inverse temperature in the 
vicinily ot the Peierls vansilion with h e  same qmbols as in figure 2 ?he line represents 
the best fit U1 the semiconducling behaviour. 

The temperature dependence of S ( T )  in (NbSe,),,I, has general features- 
essentially a pronounced peak below T,-similar to that in other CDw compounds 
as @Se4)2i (Smontara et ai 1959b), Tis, (Johnston el al 1953, Higgs 1985). It has 
been argued that the observed EP peak at 180 K originates from phonon-drag effects 
(Bansal and Surendranath 1990). In classical semiconductors (and also in metals and 
alloys) the phonon drag is generally observed at T well below the Debye temperature 
0,. This temperature is not h o w n  exactly for (NbSe,),,I, but it is not expected 
to be very different from the values for similar compounds such as (NbSe,),I or 
(l?iSe,),I, i.e. 8, - 116 K (Smontara 1991a) and .-. 124 K (Smontara ef al 1991b) 
respectively, which are much lower than the maximum in the TEP and which rule out 
this type of interpretation. The increase in the TEP below Tp seems likely to be a 
Fermi-surface effect. 

As explained in the introduction, the pinning of the phase of the CDW to impurities 
may freeze the wave vector to a non-equilibrium average value. There are an arbitraly 
number of CDW metastable states and the choice of a certain metastable state depends 
on the electrical and thermal history of the sample as well as the time scale of 
observation. With a slight change in T ,  especially when Q is temperature dependent, 
the system is sent into a state remote from the true equilibrium configuration with 
a possible relaxation into equilibrium. These metastable states yield the hysteresis in 
the temperature dependence of the resistivity as intensively studied in Tis, (Mihily 
el ai 1984, Wang and Ong 1986). The metastable states have also been studied from 
the observation of the anomalous electromotive force (EMF) when a TaS, sample is 
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illuminated with a narrow laser beam (Itkis er af 1986). This EMF appears because 
the spatial distribution of residual deformation of the CDW and hysteresis depend 
on the way the beam is moved along the crystal. If the CDW vector Q is far away 
from the equilibrium, because of its interaction with impurities, a phase gradient 
will occur which means that additional charges with density 6 p ( z )  - d + / d z  will 
appear. The variation of +(z) may be continuous but may also show a jump of 
Ir/m (discommensurations, or soliton for m = 1). The change in charge density 
due to an inhomogeneous distribution of the CDW induces a change in the chemical 
potential 6fi  - d+/dz.  The shift of chemical potential can be greatly increased if 
the density of quasi particles is small, and it is 5 times smaller in (NbSe,),,I, than 
in @Se& (PetraviC er ul 1989). Away from the Centre of the gap, shifts of the 
chemical potential can be provided by phase gradient of both signs, i.e. additional 
charges can be positive or negative producing n-type or p-type doping in the crystal 
(Artemenko el a1 1986). The thermopower is essentially sensitive to the position of 
the chemical potential and consequently will reflect this inhomogeneous CDW state. 

Hysteresis with a weak amplitude (a few %) has been previously reported in 
Tis3 (Higgs 1985) and in 2H-l%Se2 (Gnanarajan and Frindt 1986) in the temper- 
ature range between the incommensurate CDW at 122 K and its locking to com- 
mensurability at 60 K For this latter compound the hysteresis is related to the 
carrier-scattering effects associated with CDW commensurate and incommensurate 
domain walls. Small-amplitude hysteresis has been also recently measured in TEP of 
R,,,MoO, and &,,Moo, in the temperature range where q(T) reaches the low- 
T saturation near the commensurability value (Almeida er a[ 1991). Although the 
hysteresis in the EP in (NbSe,),,I, is very large, 'EP experiments on the parent 
compound pSe,),I have not revealed similar effects. One is then led to propose 
that the intrinsic inhomogeneity in this type of crystal is provided by the regular peri- 
odicity of the 'fault planes' as discussed in the experimental section of this paper. The 
defect lattice structure has a periodicity in the same range as the CDw wavelength 
(- 4c). This defect can strongly pin the Cow and produce CDW defects as solitons. 
The pinning force may be strongly hysteretic with temperature and consequently the 
phase gradient too. (NbSe,),,I, would then be a very interesting compound in which 
intrinsic periodic pinning on the CDW could be studied. 

In conclusion we have shown that the temperature-dependent thermopower in 
the CDW compound (NbSe,),,I, is highly hysteretic with a node in the vicinity of 
the Peierls transition. The mcrease of the TEP below Tp is mainly a Fermi-surface 
effect. We propose that this large hysteresis results from the interaction between 
the inhomogeneous CDw superlattice and a quasi-periodic defect structure. Furthcr 
experiments have to be performed as to the temperature dependence of the CDW 
wave vector, the search for the extreme temperature for the hysteresis of the loop 
above Tp and the time dependence of the EP in the hysteresis regime. 
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